
17 September 2018 

By email only 

Strictly Private and Confidential 
The Scottish Ministers 
St Andrew's House 
Regent Road 
Edinburgh 
EH13DG 

FAO [redact - personal information], Scottish Government [redact - 
personal information] 

Dear Sir 
The Scottish Professional Football League Limited (the "SPFL") 
Unacceptable Conduct at SPFL Matches where a Match Delegate is present ("Relevant 
Matches") 

I refer to my letter dated 9 April 2018 which enclosed information on instances of Unacceptable Conduct 
at Relevant Matches for the period from 14 July 2017 to 3 February 2018 inclusive. 

I am now pleased to enclose a report for the full 201 7 /18 Season, together with details of the traffic light 
reporting system employed, a summary of the key points and some further information which I hope 
you will find useful. 

It is important to note that the reports only cover matches played under the auspices of the SPFL at 
which an SPFL Match Delegate was present. Match Delegates are appointed to all Ladbrokes 
Premiership matches and certain other selected matches of particular interest. The reports clearly 
highlight that 'significant and material' "Unacceptable Conduct" only occurs at a minority of such 
matches. In addition, the SPFL does not expect, or have reason to suspect, that "Unacceptable 
Conduct" regularly occurs at SPFL matches not attended by a Match Delegate - such matches 
constituting the majority of professional football matches played in Scotland each week. 

The information included in or attached to this communication is confidential and is not publicly available 
or accessible. Disclosure of such information would cause substantial harm to the interests of the SPFL 
and I or its shareholders. 

The information included in or attached to this communication has been provided to The Scottish 
Ministers on the basis that it will be used solely for the purposes of the formulation or development of 
Scottish Government policy and I or the provision of advice to The Scottish Ministers. The Scottish 
Ministers may, for the purposes of the formulation or development of Scottish Government policy and I 
or the provision of advice to The Scottish Ministers, disclose the information included in or attached to 
this communication to the following persons: 

• Humza Yousaf MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Justice;
• Joe FitzPatrick MSP, Minister for Public Heallh, Sport and Wellbeing;
• [redact - personal information], Scottish Government [redact - 

personal information];
• Ash Denham, Minister for Community Safety;
• Shona Robison, Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport;
• Paul Gray, Director of General Health; , 
, 

Andrew Scott, Director of Population Health; 
[redact - personal information] (all of Active Scotland Division); 

• [redact - personal information] (all of Community Safety Unit);
• [redact - personal information],  (Senior Research Offier); and
• John Mcfarlane, David Hutchison (Special Advisors), 

(each a "Recipient" and together the "Recipients"). 
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Such information must not be disclosed (whether In whole or in part) to any person other than the 
Recipients without the express prior written consent of the SPFL, which consent may be given subject to 
such terms and conditions as the SPFL may in its absolute discretion require. 

In the event that The Scottish Ministers receive a request for any of the information included in or 
attached to this communication under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 or under any 
other statutory or regulatory provision, The Scottish Ministers shall: promptly notify the SPFL of and 
provide the SPFL with a copy of such request; allow the SPFL a reasonable period of time In which to 
consider such request and make representations to The Scottish Ministers In respect of the same; and 
have regard to any such representations from the SPFL before disclosing any information included in or 
attached to this communication in response to such request. 

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Yours sincerely

Scottish Professional Football League 
Enc. 




